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Abstract. Phased array systems are more and more widely use in all industrial NDT
applications. It is considered as a flexible tool, able to accommodate to any situation
from the simplest one to the more complicated. In general, it could be considered as
solution for the next future, dealing with inspections where many channels or
several modes of work must be used, in order to optimize results obtained.
Flexibility for changing conditions (angle, focusing depths,….), makes it use perfect
for applications like power plant generation inspection, and industrial in general. In
this way, demand is increasing for this kind of system, like aeronautic, where needs
for inspection over bigger and bigger components, with complex geometries must
be optimized both from the point of view of inspection time ant quality,
In this paper we will present MIDAS-MultiX system, a phased array system with
several configurations fully operative, designed to cover all requirements under any
kind of industrial requirements. Several configurations, adapted to industrial
purposes, fulfil end user needs. Also, integration of all elements involved in an
inspection (Feasibility, coverage, mechanical system integration, geometry under
inspection, control of all elements involved) has been implemented.
Integration of MULTI-X and MIDAS system has been carried out in order to be
able to offer to final customers currently using MIDAS with conventional ultrasonic
systems, an easy change to phased array techniques, with the same tools and
working philosophy that will allow spread of this technology expected to be the
normal one in the medium future.
Simulation of inspection, focal laws, with CIVA software, simulation of coverage
and accessibility point of view, with RA-TRACING software and GENTRAY;
acquisition itself with full control of the system carried out by MIDAS, and
evaluation with MASERA software, define all steps needed to obtain best results.

Introduction
During more than twenty five years, Tecnatom has been developing and providing
systems and engineering services for NDT applications, mainly for Eddy Current and
Ultrasonic techniques. The goal of this article is to present recent work done in order to
incorporate and integrate phased array technology, developed by M2M, French company
that has developed a new array technology ( multiplexed systems, full parallel systems,
portable phased array,..) with standard software used by Tecnatom for ultrasonic data
acquisition systems, named MIDAS, with the possibility to use all different tools
developed during last years in order to obtain a full integration of all physical and logical
components that composes inspection systems (mechanical and controller systems, real
time performance, software to generate complex trajectories and movements,
simulation,…)
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Phased array Inspection systems
Nowadays, phased array technique is being used more and more for all NDT industrial
application. Several reasons leads to this increase, and some of then could be stated below:
- Decrease of cost of phased array instrumentation.
- Special environments developed in order to help final user to forget all
complexity of hardware and software control
- Increase of power computer, allowing to speed up processes related with
programming of all parameters (focal laws, control in real time,…) leading to a
faster process, both for preparation of inspection, acquisition and data
evaluation..
- Possibility to use more channels, with increase of inspection speed, without
decrease of quality. Also, coverage increase, allowing faster production. And
flexibility provided by changing focal laws.
In this reality, Tecnatom began to work with M2M company some years ago. M2M
developed M2000/MULTIX hardware, that uses latest technology in phased array systems,
and Tecnatom has provided general software and user environment in order to integrate this
technology with powerful software, tailored to end user needs.
Also, increase of total demand of customer, from all industrial markets (nuclear,
manufacturing, aeronautic,) provided good reasons for this work. We will present different
applications, thinking always not in separate parts composing an inspection system, but as a
global view, a full entity, taking into account all different steps.
Specially, form aeronautical and aerospace market, demands for faster systems, with a big
amount of channels, and more a more complex geometries has been a normal requirement.
Ultrasonic Inspection systems
From a global point of view, we will speak always about automatic inspection systems,
although some of the points that will be described, could also be of application for semiautomatic systems.
Inspection of aeronautical components are demanding more a more efficiency in order to
decrease total time of inspection and also to assure inspection of one hundred per cent of
the component. We consider always, as stated above, use of automatic inspection systems,
and so, all tools that could help to the definition of inspection, planning, calibration..
Definition of the component to be inspected, with digital simulation by means of digital
mockups (Figure 1)(Figure 2), is mandatory to assure feasibility of inspection. This first
overview, will lead normally to have a first idea of elements needed to define the
acquisition system (kind of mechanical system, number of channels, accessibility for
inspection due to geometrical restrictions, …) and could be the difference between success
or failure.
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Figure 1: Simulation for nozzle inspection with different configurations.

Figure 2. Digital Mockup. Simulation of coverage, incidence angle and virtual scanning. Previous
stage to real acquisition

Normally, before definition of ultrasonic parameters for inspection, special care must be
taken into account in order to know real environment. In this case depending of final
requirements of inspection or specific procedures or rules for each market, we could be
thinking from fixed angle combination to real time change of focal laws, due to geometrical
considerations. This is the goal of RAYTRACING software, who by means of any CAD
definition of the component, is able to compute, taking into account geometrical
information, accessibility with the mechanical system, coverage of volume under
inspection, time of flight, angle, mis-orientation and other fundamental parameters of
inspection. Also, information about change in real time of focal laws, to obtain some
specific conditions for inspection is possible (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Inspection simulation. Interferences, limits, trajectories.

At this time, enough information is present to define all ultrasonic parameters. Angles to be
used, total time of flight, pitch for acquisition… With all this parameters, computing of
focal law is performed by CIVA software, a well know and proved software, that computes
all different parameters to obtain desired ultrasonic behaviour (Figure 4). In this case, due
to shape of component and different curvatures, definition of phased array probe must be
done taking into account real conditions.

Figure 4. CIVA focal laws computing. Simulation of different conditions

Also, all information about component, type of inspection (contact or immersion, both local
or total), dynamic focal laws, several depths for focalization, is present, so after computing,
we have just a good set of parameters to control phased array electronic. Calibration,
channel compensation, total gain to be used, type of signal (full RF/Echoes), and many
other parameters are defined at this moment. Special attention to useful tools for final user
has been taken into account. Repetitive tasks are fully automatic in order to decrease total
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time and possible errors. Depending of specific requirements, we can have also all different
typical possibilities of phased array technique, like electronic steering, electronic angle, or
electronic skew, with one or several depths of focalization, and any combination of
previous one (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Focal laws computing. CIVA Software

Normally, inspection also implies definition of trajectory to be done by mechanical
systems. For some applications, it could be very easy, as a movement over two axis, over a
well known surface. But some time up to twelve axis or more could be involved. This is the
normal case for aeronautic components, where last designs of aircrafts are coming more a
more complex. Knowledge of exact shape of the component is not always possible, due to
tolerance in manufacturing or mounting stage, or due to the fact that the component is not
totally rigid.
In all cases teaching of the shape of the component must be done, in order to be able to
compute movements for all axis involved, to assure correct coupling to obtain the best
ultrasonic results. Simulation in this step is also of great help, because strange behaviour or
movements could be controlled without risk of collision or damage of component or
mechanical system. This work is carried out by GENTRAY software, prepared for
teaching-learning component shape, to program robot trajectories by several methods
(touch, ultrasonic,..). Use of direct and inverse cinematic allows to know exactly behaviour
of mechanical system and to have real time control over movements to be done. Correct
coupling, in case of contact technique or orthogonal direction in case of immersion system
are quite important to obtain good ultrasonic results. After simulation stage, generation in
standard numeric controller language is done (Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Trajectories. Teaching software

When all steps are computed, inspection is performed. In this case MIDAS software take all
control over all components, both ultrasonic, trajectories and mechanical system. Also in
real time all information is registered, in order to avoid any kind of problem during
acquisition. End actuators, alarms incoming from real environment are tested and controlled
constantly. The most important point with MIDAS-MULTIX system is its versatility. Same
system is being used for inspection of nuclear power plant components, industrial sector,
like metal manufacturing, composite inspection for aeronautic and aerospace market, or
inspection of railway wheels. With all tools needed for each of these different works
(Figure 7)(Figure8).

Figure 7. MIDAS-MULTIX system. Acquisition stage.
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Figure 8. Several aeronautic applications.

Finally, data evaluation, using all previous information is also possible with MIDAS
software, with specific tools dedicated to special requirements of this market. Use of
dedicated views for amplitude and time of flight (C-scan), are always present (all
environment could be defined by means of a user friendly environment), and all tools for
zoom, annotation, area computing, statistic values, has been implemented in order to help
end user to speed up all process.
Also, additional software developed allows any kind of manipulation of the imagen and
data obtained. For example, tools that compute in an automatic manner, based upon specific
rules, possible defects, with definition of component, different zones with its thickness, and
automatic extraction of list of possible areas with values not according with expected one.
Criterions can be easily modified by means of text editor, and exhaustive report with
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position, area, and possible defect is generated for evaluation purposes. (Figure 9)(Figure
10)(Figure 11)
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Figure 9. Circle surface criteria
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Figure 10. Criterion of line
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Fig 11. Final report of possible indications

Conclusions
Use of phased array full is a technology which is been widely used in the present for NDT
applications. Last experiences in aeronautic sector and full systems provided demonstrate
and increase of speed and information obtained, beside a more flexible system to
accommodate to any kind of situation Full integration of all elements involved as a whole,
provides possibilities not present in conventional systems. But, in order to be able to use all
these information, is mandatory to have all tools for each industrial market fully integrated.
This is the case of MIDAS-MULTIX integration, that provides a full solution to any
kind of NDT work and application., ranging from metallic components to non metallic
ones, in service 24 hour per day or periodic inspections with temporal restrictions, fulfilling
all requirements in any case.
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